
USEFUL AUTO HINTS 
 FOR BEl 

1 NEAT REPAIRS to the fabric finish of doors, 

which usually become worn around the 
inside handles, giving a shabby appearance 
to the car interior, can be made by removing 
the handles and gluing squares of artificial 
leather over the worn portion of the panel. 
The top should run up under the window 
molding, and identical patches on each door 
give a tailored effect.~R.W.K. 

2 SPRING TENSION, which can be felt at the 
foot accelerator when your car reaches 

40 miles an hour, will help you keep your 
speed down to an economical level. The 
spring is loosely connected as shown, and ad
justed by experimen1! to take effect when car 
speed reaches 40. It will not hamper the use AMMETER 

of full throttle on hills.~H.F.H. 

3 TIRES STUCK TO. RIMS can often be freed with 
little effort by the simple expedient of 

placing the wheel on the ground under a 
bumper and using the car jack to force the 
bead from the rim. Center the jack under 
the bumper to take advantage of as much 
car weight as possible.~J.P.L.P. 

4 SQUEAKY STEERING-WHEEL SPOKES are a dis
tracting annoyance and sometimes diffi

cult to get rid of. An unusually effective 
remedy is obtained by rubbing hydraulic
brake fluid on the junction of the spokes 
and the plastic wheel itself, both at the 
hub and the rim. 
with a clean cloth.~J.R. 
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5 WHEEL BLOCKS to prevent the car from roll

ing backward or forward off its jack 
while a tire is being changed are handy to 
most motorists without their realizing it. 
Such blocks are afforded by the removable 
hub caps which the majority of cars have. 
Use one from the wheel that is to be changed 
and which must be removed anyway. Take 
the other from the opposite wheel. One before 
and one behind this wheel will prevent the 
car from rolling in either direction.-L.R. 

6 A NOVEL WARNING LIGHT that tells a motor
ist if his tail light burns out can be rigged 

up with little trouble. Mount a small colored 
lens in your dashboard. Behind this install a 

AMMETER lamp socket. Connect the socket in series in 
the tail-light circuit. Obtain two three-volt 
bulbs, fitting one into the dash socket, the 
other into the tail light replacing the six
volt bulb. If the car has twin tail lights, 
a second, substitute circuit with its own 
pilot lamp must be run from the switch to 
the second tail light.- H.L.A. 

7 A HANDY ROAD-MAP HOLDER for drivers 
keeps its map ready for study. It consists 

of a cut-down window shade and roller 
mounted on conventional roller brackets at
tached to the sun visor either in front of the 
driver as shown or, if preferred, in front of 

Use small nuts and bolts 
the brackets, and solder the fiat 

roller pin to its bracket. Use rubber cement 
W.J.P. 
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If you would like to let others know 

your pet auto ti'p-and get paid 

generously for doing so-just write your 

in 100 words or less, draw rough 

sketches, and send them to the Automobile 
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